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Abstract
Let K(n) be the nth Morava K-theory spectrum. Let En be the Lubin–Tate spectrum, which plays a
central role in understandingLK(n)(S0), theK(n)-local sphere. For any spectrum X, deﬁneE∨(X) to
be LK(n)(En ∧X). Let G be a closed subgroup of the proﬁnite group Gn, the group of ring spectrum
automorphisms of En in the stable homotopy category. We show that E∨(X) is a continuous G-
spectrum, with homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum (E∨(X))hG. Also, we construct a descent spectral
sequence with abutment ∗((E∨(X))hG).
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 55P42; 55T99
1. Introduction
Let p be a ﬁxed prime. For each n0, let K(n) be the nth Morava K-theory spec-
trum, where K(0) is the Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum HQ, and, for n1, K(n)∗ =
Fp[vn, v−1n ], where the degree of vn is 2(pn−1). Let X be a ﬁnite spectrum. There are maps
LnX → Ln−1X, where Ln denotes Bousﬁeld localization with respect to the spectrum
K(0)∨K(1)∨ · · · ∨K(n). Then the chromatic convergence theorem [33, Theorem 7.5.7]
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says thatX(p)  holimn0 LnX, whereX(p) is the p-localization of X. Thus, to understand
X(p), it is important that one understands each localization LnX.
Henceforth, let n1, and let Lˆ denote Bousﬁeld localization with respect to K(n). Then




which shows that, to understand the localizations LnX, it is very helpful to understand each
Lˆ(X).
In attempting to understand Lˆ(X), one of the main tools is a certain spectral sequence,
whichwenowrecall. LetEn be theLubin–Tate spectrumwithEn∗=Wu1, . . . , un−1[u±1],
where the degree of u is −2, and the complete power series ring over the Witt vectors
W = W(Fpn) is in degree zero. Let Gn be the proﬁnite group of ring spectrum automor-
phisms of En in the stable homotopy category [17, Theorem 1.4]. (There is an isomorphism
GnSnGal, where Sn is the nth Morava stabilizer group—the automorphism group of the
Honda formal group law n of height n over Fpn , and Gal is the Galois group Gal(Fpn/Fp)
(see [38, Proposition 4]).) By [32] and [14, Proposition 7.4], Morava’s change of rings
theorem yields a spectral sequence
H ∗c (Gn; ∗(En ∧ X)) ⇒ ∗Lˆ(X), (1.1)
where the E2-term is the continuous cohomology of Gn, with coefﬁcients in the continuous
Gn-module ∗(En ∧ X) (see Deﬁnition 2.17). Thus, we see that it is critical to study the
relationship between En and Gn.
The above action of Gn on ∗(En ∧ X) is induced by a point-set level action of Gn on
En (work of Goerss and Hopkins [10,11], and Hopkins and Miller [34]). Let G be a closed
subgroup of Gn. Using the Gn-action on En, Devinatz and Hopkins [5] construct spectra
EdhGn with spectral sequences
Hsc (G; t (En ∧ X)) ⇒ t−s(EdhGn ∧ X). (1.2)
Also, they show that EdhGnn  Lˆ(S0), so that EdhGnn ∧ X  Lˆ(X), and (1.1) is a special
case of (1.2).
We compare the spectrum EdhGn and spectral sequence (1.2) with constructions for ho-
motopy ﬁxed point spectra. When K is a discrete group andY is a K-spectrum of topological
spaces, there is a homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum YhK = MapK(EK+, Y ), where EK is a
free contractible K-space. Also, there is a descent spectral sequence
E
s,t
2 = Hs(K; t (Y )) ⇒ t−s(Y hK),
where the E2-term is group cohomology [29, Section 1.1].
Now let K be a proﬁnite group. If S is a K-set, then S is a discrete K-set if the action
map K × S → S is continuous, where S is given the discrete topology. Then, a discrete K-
spectrumY is a K-spectrum of simplicial sets, such that each simplicial set Yk is a simplicial
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discrete K-set (that is, for each l0, Yk,l is a discrete K-set, and all the face and degeneracy
maps are K-equivariant). Then, due to works of Jardine (e.g. [21–24]) and Thomason [41],
as explained in Sections 5 and 7, there is a homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum YhK deﬁned with
respect to the continuous action of K, and, in nice situations, a descent spectral sequence
Hsc (K; t (Y )) ⇒ t−s(Y hK),
where the E2-term is the continuous cohomology of K with coefﬁcients in the discrete
K-module t (Y ).
Note that we use the notation EdhGn for the construction of Devinatz and Hopkins (which
they denote asEhGn in [5]), and (−)hK for homotopyﬁxed pointswith respect to a continuous
action, although henceforth, when K is ﬁnite and Y is a K-spectrum of topological spaces,
we write Yh′K for holimK Y , which is an equivalent deﬁnition of the homotopy ﬁxed point
spectrum MapK(EK+, Y ).
After comparing the spectral sequence for EdhGn ∧X with the descent spectral sequence
for YhK ,En∧X appears to be a continuousGn-spectrum with “descent” spectral sequences
for “homotopy ﬁxed point spectra”EdhGn ∧X. Indeed, we apply [5] to show thatEn∧X is a
continuous Gn-spectrum; that is, En∧X is the homotopy limit of a tower of ﬁbrant discrete
Gn-spectra. Using this continuous action, we deﬁne the homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum
(En ∧ X)hG and construct its descent spectral sequence.
In more detail, Gn acts on the K(n)-local spectrum En through maps of commutative
S-algebras. The spectrum EdhGn , a K(n)-local commutative S-algebra, is referred to as
a “homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum” because it has the following desired properties: (a)
spectral sequence (1.2), which has the form of a descent spectral sequence, exists; (b) when
G is ﬁnite, there is a weak equivalence EdhGn → Eh′Gn , and the descent spectral sequence
for Eh′Gn is isomorphic to spectral sequence (1.2) (when X = S0) [5, Theorem 3]; and (c)
EdhGn is an N(G)/G-spectrum, where N(G) is the normalizer of G in Gn [5, p. 5]. These
properties suggest that Gn acts on En in a continuous sense.
However, in [5], the Gn-action on En is not proven to be continuous, and EdhGn is not
deﬁned with respect to a continuous G-action. Also, when G is proﬁnite, homotopy ﬁxed
points should always be the total right derived functor of ﬁxed points, in some sense, and
[5] does not show that the “homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum” EdhGn can be obtained through
such a total right derived functor.
After introducing some notation, we state the main results of this paper. Let BP be the
Brown–Peterson spectrum with BP∗=Z(p)[v1, v2, . . .], where the degree of vi is 2(pi −1).
The ideal (pi0 , vi11 , . . . , v
in−1
n−1) ⊂ BP∗ is denoted by I; MI is the corresponding generalized
Moore spectrum M(pi0 , vi11 , . . . , v
in−1
n−1), a spectrum with trivial Gn-action. Given I, MI
need not exist; however, enough exist for our constructions. Each MI is a ﬁnite type n
spectrum with BP∗(MI )BP∗/I . The set {i0, . . . , in−1} of superscripts varies so that there
is a family of ideals {I }. ([3, Section 4; 19, Section 4; 27, Proposition 3.7] provide details for
our statements about the spectraMI .) Themap r : BP∗ → En∗—deﬁnedby r(vi)=uiu1−pi ,
where un = 1 and ui = 0, when i > n—makes En∗ a BP∗-module. By the Landweber exact
functor theorem, ∗(En ∧ MI)En∗/I .
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The collection {I } contains a descending chain of ideals {I0 ⊃ I1 ⊃ I2 ⊃ · · ·}, such that
there exists a corresponding tower of generalized Moore spectra
{MI0 ← MI1 ← MI2 ← · · ·}.
In this paper, the functors limI and holimI are always taken over the tower of ideals {Ii}, so
that limI and holimI are really limIi and holimIi , respectively. Also, in this paper, if {X}
is a diagram of spectra (even if each X has additional structure), then holimX always
denotes the version of the homotopy limit of spectra that is constructed levelwise inS, the
category of simplicial sets, as deﬁned in [2; 41, 5.6].
As in [5, (1.4)], let Gn = U0U1 · · ·Ui · · · be a descending chain of open normal
subgroups, such that
⋂
i Ui = {e} and the canonical map Gn → limi Gn/Ui is a homeo-
morphism. We deﬁne
Fn = colimi EdhUin .
Then the key to getting our work started is knowing that
En ∧ MI  Fn ∧ MI ,
and thus, En ∧MI has the homotopy type of the discrete Gn-spectrum Fn ∧MI . This result
(Corollary 6.5) is not difﬁcult, thanks to [5].
Given a tower {ZI } of discrete Gn-spectra, there is a tower {(ZI )f }, with Gn-equivariant
mapsZI → (ZI )f that are weak equivalences, and (ZI )f is a ﬁbrant discreteGn-spectrum
(see Deﬁnition 4.1). For the remainder of this section, X is any spectrum with trivial Gn-
action, and, throughout this paper,
E∨(X) = Lˆ(En ∧ X).
We use to signify an isomorphism in the stable homotopy category.
Theorem 1.3. As the homotopy limit of a tower of ﬁbrant discrete Gn-spectra,
EnholimI (Fn ∧ MI)f
is a continuous Gn-spectrum. Also, for any spectrum X,
E∨(X)holimI (Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f
is a continuous Gn-spectrum.
We deﬁne homotopy ﬁxed points for towers of discrete G-spectra; we show that these
homotopy ﬁxed points are the total right derived functor of ﬁxed points in the appropriate
sense; and we construct the associated descent spectral sequence. This enables us to de-
ﬁne the homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum (E∨(X))hG, using the continuous Gn-action, and
construct its descent spectral sequence. More speciﬁcally, we have the following results.
Deﬁnition 1.4. Given a proﬁnite group G, let OG be the orbit category of G. The objects
of OG are the continuous left G-spaces G/K , for all K closed in G, and the morphisms are
the continuous G-equivariant maps.
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Let Spt be the model category (spectra)stable of Bousﬁeld–Friedlander spectra.
Theorem 1.5. There is a functor P : (OGn)op → Spt, deﬁned by P(Gn/G)=EhGn , where
G is any closed subgroup of Gn.
We also show that the G-homotopy ﬁxed points of E∨(X) can be obtained by taking the
K(n)-localization of the G-homotopy ﬁxed points of the discrete G-spectrum (Fn ∧ X).
This result shows that the spectrum Fn is an interesting spectrum that is worth further study.
Theorem 1.6. For any closed subgroup G and any spectrum X , there is an isomorphism
(E∨(X))hGLˆ((Fn ∧ X)hG). In particular, EhGn Lˆ(F hGn ).
Theorem 1.7. Let G be a closed subgroup of Gn and let X be any spectrum. Then there is
a conditionally convergent descent spectral sequence
E
s,t
2 ⇒ t−s((E∨(X))hG). (1.8)
If the tower of abelian groups {t (En ∧ MI ∧ X)}I satisﬁes the Mittag–Lefﬂer condition,
for each t ∈ Z, then Es,t2 Hscont(G; {t (En ∧ MI ∧ X)}) (see Deﬁnition 2.15). If X is aﬁnite spectrum, then (1.8) has the form
Hsc (G; t (En ∧ X)) ⇒ t−s((En ∧ X)hG), (1.9)
where the E2-term is the continuous cohomology of (1.2).
Also, Theorem 9.9 shows that, when X is ﬁnite, (En ∧X)hGEhGn ∧X, so that descent
spectral sequence (1.9) has the same form as spectral sequence (1.2). It is natural to wonder
whether these two spectral sequences are isomorphic to each other. Also, the spectra EdhGn
and EhGn should be the same. We plan to say more about the relationship between EdhGn
and EhGn and their associated spectral sequences in future work.
While reading this introduction (and taking a quick look at Section 9), the reader might
notice that, due to the deﬁnition of Fn, we use the “homotopy ﬁxed point spectra” EdhUin
to construct the homotopy ﬁxed point spectra EhGn . We discuss the degree to which this
method is circular. To obtain the results of this paper, we require a tower {En/I }I of discrete
Gn-spectra such that holimI (En/I)f is the Gn-spectrum En, and, for each I, En/I and
En ∧ MI have the same stable homotopy type. Any tower with the stated properties will
work (and, given such a tower, one deﬁnes Fn = colimi holimI (En/I)hUi ). We obtained
such a tower by using the spectra EdhUin to form the tower {Fn ∧ MI }I .
We believe that one could probably use obstruction theory to construct the tower {En/I }I .
This would yield the above results independently of [5], so that, presumably, [5] is not
required to build (E∨(X))hG. However, to date, no one has obtained the requisite tower
using obstruction theory, and we suspect that such work would be quite difﬁcult.
We outline the contents of this paper. In Section 2, we establish some notation and
terminology, and we provide some background material. In Section 3, we study the model
category of discrete G-spectra. In Section 4, we study towers of discrete G-spectra and give
a deﬁnition of continuous G-spectrum. Homotopy ﬁxed points for discrete G-spectra are
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deﬁned in Section 5, and Section 6 shows that En is a continuous Gn-spectrum, proving the
ﬁrst half of Theorem 1.3. In Section 7, two useful models of the G-homotopy ﬁxed point
spectrum are constructed, when G has ﬁnite virtual cohomological dimension. In Section 8,
we deﬁne homotopy ﬁxed points for towers of discrete G-spectra, build a descent spectral
sequence in this setting, and show that these homotopy ﬁxed points are a total right derived
functor, in the appropriate sense. In Section 9, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.3,
study (E∨(X))hG, and prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. In Section 10, we consider the descent
spectral sequence for (E∨(X))hG and prove Theorem 1.7.
2. Notation, terminology, and preliminaries
We begin by establishing some notation and terminology that will be used throughout
the paper. Ab is the category of abelian groups. Outside of Ab, all groups are assumed to be
proﬁnite, unless stated otherwise. For a group G, we write GlimN G/N , the inverse limit
over the open normal subgroups. The notation H<cG means that H is a closed subgroup of
G. We use G to denote arbitrary proﬁnite groups and, speciﬁcally, closed subgroups of Gn.
Let C be a category. A tower {Ci} of objects in C is a diagram in C of the form
· · · → Ci → Ci−1 → · · · → C1 → C0.
We always use Bousﬁeld–Friedlander spectra [1], except when another category of spectra
is speciﬁed. If C is a model category, then Ho(C) is its homotopy category. The phrase
“stable category” always refers to Ho(Spt).
InS, the category of simplicial sets, Sn = n/n is the n-sphere. Given a spectrum X,
X(0) = S0, and for j1, X(j) = X ∧ X ∧ · · · ∧ X, with j factors.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Hovey [16, Deﬁnition 1.3.1]). LetC andD be model categories. The func-
tor F : C → D is a left Quillen functor if F is a left adjoint that preserves coﬁbrations
and trivial coﬁbrations. The functor P : D → C is a right Quillen functor if P is a right
adjoint that preserves ﬁbrations and trivial ﬁbrations. Also, if F and P are an adjoint pair
and left and right Quillen functors, respectively, then (F, P ) is a Quillen pair for the model
categories (C,D).
Recall [16, Lemma 1.3.10] that a Quillen pair (F, P ) yields total left- and right
derived functors LF and RP , respectively, which give an adjunction between the homotopy
categories Ho(C) and Ho(D).
We use Mapc(G,A) = G(A) to denote the set of continuous maps from G to the topo-
logical space A, where A is often a set, equipped with the discrete topology, or a discrete
abelian group. Instead of G(A), sometimes we write just (A), when the G is under-
stood from context. Let (G)k(A) denote (G G · · ·G)(A), the application of G to
A, iteratively, k + 1 times, where k0. Let Gk be the k-fold product of G and G0 = ∗.
Then, if A is a discrete set (discrete abelian group), there is a G-equivariant isomorphism
(G)k(A)Mapc(Gk+1, A) of discrete G-sets (modules), where Mapc(Gk+1,M) has the
G-action deﬁned by (g′ · f )(g1, . . . , gk+1) = f (g1g′, g2, g3, . . . , gk+1). Also, we often
write kG(A), or 
kA, for Mapc(Gk,A).
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Let A be a discrete abelian group. Then Mapc(Gkn,A) is the discrete Gn-module of
continuous maps Gkn → A, with action deﬁned by
(g′ · f )(g1, . . . , gk) = f ((g′)−1g1, g2, g3, . . . , gk).
Note that there is a Gn-equivariant isomorphism of discrete Gn-modules p :Mapc
(Gkn,A) → Mapc(Gkn,A), which is deﬁned by
p(f )(g1, g2, . . . , gk) = f (g−11 , g2, . . . , gk).
Mapc(Gkn,A) is also deﬁned when A is an inverse limit of discrete abelian groups.
By a topological G-module, we mean an abelian Hausdorff topological group that is a
G-module, with a continuous G-action. Note that if M = limi Mi is the limit of a tower
{Mi} of discrete G-modules, then M is a topological G-module.
For the remainder of this section, we recall some frequently used facts and discuss back-
ground material, to help get our work started.
As explained in [5], Goerss andHopkins [10,11], building onwork byHopkins andMiller
[34], proved that the action of Gn on En is by maps of commutative S-algebras. Previously,
Hopkins and Miller had shown that Gn acts on En by maps of A∞-ring spectra. However,
the continuous action presented here is not structured. As already mentioned, the starting
point for the continuous action is the spectrum Fn ∧ MI , which is not known to be an
A∞-ring object in the category of discrete Gn-spectra. Thus, we work in the unstructured
category Spt of Bousﬁeld–Friedlander spectra of simplicial sets, and the continuous action
is simply by maps of spectra.
As mentioned above, [5] is written using E∞, the category of commutative S-algebras,
andMS , the category of S-modules (see [7]). However, [18, Section 4.2; 28, Sections 14 and
19; 36, pp. 529–530] show thatMS and Spt are Quillen equivalent model categories [16,
Section 1.3.3]. Thus, we can import the results of Devinatz and Hopkins fromMS into Spt.
For example, [5, Theorem 1] implies the following result, where R+Gn is the category whose
objects are ﬁnite discrete left Gn-sets and Gn itself (a continuous proﬁnite left Gn-space),
and whose morphisms are continuous Gn-equivariant maps.
Theorem 2.2 (Devinatz and Hopkins [5]). There is a presheaf of K(n)-local spectra
F : (R+Gn)
op → Spt, such that (a) F(Gn) = En; (b) for U an open subgroup of Gn,
EdhUn : =F(Gn/U); and (c) F(∗) = EdhGnn  LˆS0.
Now we deﬁne a spectrum that is essential to our constructions.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let Fn = colimi EdhUin , where the direct limit is in Spt. Because
HomGn(Gn/Ui,Gn/Ui)Gn/Ui , F makes E
dhUi
n a Gn/Ui-spectrum. Thus, Fn is a Gn-
spectrum, and the canonical map  : Fn → En is Gn-equivariant.
The following useful fact is stated in [5, p. 9] (see also [38, Lemma 14]).
Theorem 2.4. For j0, let X be a ﬁnite spectrum and regard Lˆ(E(j+1)n ∧ X) as a Gn-
spectrum, where Gn acts only on the leftmost factor of the smash product. Then there is a
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Gn-equivariant isomorphism
∗(Lˆ(E(j+1)n ∧ X))Mapc(Gjn, ∗(En ∧ X)).
We review some frequently used facts about the functor Ln and homotopy limits of
spectra. First, Ln, deﬁned earlier, can be equivalently deﬁned as Bousﬁeld localization with
respect to the spectrum E(n), where E(n)∗ = Z(p)[v1, . . . , vn−1][vn, v−1n ]. Also, Ln is
smashing, e.g. LnX  X ∧ LnS0, for any spectrum X, and E(n)-localization commutes
with homotopy direct limits [33, Theorems 7.5.6 and 8.2.2]. Note that this implies that Fn
is E(n)-local.
Deﬁnition 2.5. If · · · → Xi → Xi−1 → · · · → X1 → X0 is a tower of spectra such that
each Xi is ﬁbrant in Spt, then {Xi} is a tower of ﬁbrant spectra.












Also, if each map in the tower is a ﬁbration, the map limi Xi → holimi Xi is a weak
equivalence. If J is a small category and the functor P : J → Spt is a diagram of spectra,
such that Pj is ﬁbrant for each j ∈ J , then holimj Pj is a ﬁbrant spectrum.
Deﬁnition 2.6. There is a functor (−)f : Spt → Spt, such that, given Y in Spt, Yf is a
ﬁbrant spectrum, and there is a natural transformation idSpt → (−)f, such that, for any Y,
the map Y → Yf is a trivial coﬁbration. For example, ifY is a G-spectrum, then Yf is also
a G-spectrum, and the map Y → Yf is G-equivariant.
The following statement says that smashing with a ﬁnite spectrum commutes with
homotopy limits.
Lemma 2.7 (Thomason [42, p. 96]). Let J be a small category, {Zj } a J-shaped diagram
of ﬁbrant spectra, and let Y be a ﬁnite spectrum. Then the composition
(holimj Zj ) ∧ Y → holimj (Zj ∧ Y ) → holimj (Zj ∧ Y )f
is a weak equivalence.
We recall the result that is used to build towers of discrete G-spectra.
Theorem 2.8 (Hovey [15, Section 2], Devinatz [4, Remark 3.6]). If X is an E(n)-local




Lemma 2.9 (Hovey and Strickland [19, Lemma 7.2]). If X is any spectrum, andY is a ﬁnite
spectrum of type n, then Lˆ(X ∧ Y )  Lˆ(X) ∧ Y  Ln(X) ∧ Y .
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We recall some useful facts about compact p-adic analytic groups. Since Sn is compact
p-adic analytic, and Gn is an extension of Sn by Gal, Gn is a compact p-adic analytic group
[37, Corollary of Theorem 2]. Any closed subgroup of a compact p-adic analytic group
is also compact p-adic analytic [6, Theorem 9.6]. Also, since the subgroup in Sn of strict
automorphisms is ﬁnitely generated and pro-p, [35, pp. 76, 124] implies that all subgroups
in Gn of ﬁnite index are open.
Let the proﬁnite group G be a compact p-adic analytic group. Then G contains an open
subgroup H, such that H is a pro-p group with ﬁnite cohomological p-dimension; that is,
cdp(H)=m, for somenon-negative integerm (see [25, 2.4.9] or the exposition in [39]). Since
H is pro-p, cdq(H) = 0, whenever q is a prime different from p [45, Proposition 11.1.4].
Also, if M is a discrete H-module, then, for s1, Hsc (H ;M) is a torsion abelian group
[35, Corollary 6.7.4]. These facts imply that, for any discrete H-module M, Hsc (H ;M) =
0, whenever s >m + 1. We express this conclusion by saying that G has ﬁnite virtual
cohomological dimension and we write vcd(G)m. Also, if K is a closed subgroup of G,
H ∩ K is an open pro-p subgroup of K with cdp(H ∩ K)m, so that vcd(K)m, and
thus, m is a uniform bound independent of K.
Now we state various results related to towers of abelian groups and continuous coho-
mology. The lemma below follows from the fact that an exact additive functor preserves
images.
Lemma 2.10. Let F : Ab → Ab be an exact additive functor. If {Ai}i0 is a tower of
abelian groups that satisﬁes the Mittag–Lefﬂer condition, then so does the tower
{F(Ai)}.
Remark 2.11. Let G be a proﬁnite group. The functor Mapc(G,−) : Ab → Ab, which
sends A to Mapc(G,A), is deﬁned by giving A the discrete topology. The isomorphism
Mapc(G,A)colimN
∏
G/N A shows thatMapc(G,−) is an exact additive functor. Later,
we will use Lemma 2.10 with this functor.
The next lemma is a consequence of the fact that limits in Ab and in topological spaces
are created in Sets.
Lemma 2.12. LetM=limM be an inverse limit of discrete abelian groups, so thatM is an
abelian topological group. Let H be any proﬁnite group. Then the canonical homomorphism
Mapc(H,M) → lim Mapc(H,M) is an isomorphism of abelian groups.
The lemma below follows from the fact that t (En ∧ MI)t (En)/I is ﬁnite.
Lemma 2.13. If X is a ﬁnite spectrum and t is any integer, then t (En ∧MI ∧X) is a ﬁnite
abelian group.
Corollary 2.14 (Hopkins et al. [14, p. 116]). If X is a ﬁnite spectrum, then there is an
isomorphism t (En ∧ X)limI t (En ∧ MI ∧ X).
We recall the deﬁnition of a second version of continuous cohomology [20].
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Deﬁnition 2.15. LetCG be the category of discreteG-modules and tow(CG) the category of
towers inCG. ThenHscont(G; {Mi}), the continuous cohomology ofGwith coefﬁcients in the
tower {Mi}, is the sth right derived functor of the left exact functor limi (−)G : tow(CG) →
Ab, which sends {Mi} to limi MGi . By [20, Theorem 2.2], if the tower of abelian groups{Mi} satisﬁes the Mittag–Lefﬂer condition, then Hscont(G; {Mi})Hscts(G; limi Mi), for
s0, where Hscts(G;M) is the cohomology of continuous cochains with coefﬁcients in the
topological G-module M (see [40, Section 2]).
Theorem 2.16 (Jannsen [20, 2.1]). Let {Mi}i0 be a tower of discrete G-modules satis-
fying the Mittag–Lefﬂer condition. Then, for each s0, there is a short exact sequence
0 → lim1i H s−1c (G;Mi) → Hscont(G; {Mi}) → lim
i
H sc (G;Mi) → 0,
where H−1c (G;−) = 0.
Deﬁnition 2.17. Let G be a closed subgroup of Gn, let X be a ﬁnite spectrum, and let
In = (p, u1, . . . , un−1) ⊂ En∗. Then, by [5, Remark 1.3],
t (En ∧ X)limk t (En ∧ X)/Iknt (En ∧ X)
is a proﬁnite continuous ZpG-module (since it is the inverse limit of ﬁnite discrete G-
modules), and the deﬁnition of Hsc (G; t (En ∧ X)) is given by
Hsc (G; t (En ∧ X)) = lim
k
H sc (G; t (En ∧ X)/Iknt (En ∧ X)).
By [5, Remark 1.3], for s0, there are isomorphisms
Hsc (G; t (En ∧ X))Hscts(G; t (En ∧ X))Hscont(G; {t (En ∧ X)/Iknt (En ∧ X)}).
3. The model category of discrete G-spectra
In this section, we begin explaining the theory of homotopy ﬁxed points for discrete G-
spectra. We note that much of this theory (in this section and in Sections 5, 7, and 8, through
Theorem 8.5) is already known, in some form, especially in the work of Jardine mentioned
above, in the excellent article [29], by Mitchell (see also the opening remark of [31, Section
5]), and in Goerss’s paper [9]. However, since the above theory has not been explained in
detail before, using the language of homotopy ﬁxed points for discrete G-spectra, we give
a presentation of it.
A pointed simplicial discrete G-set is a pointed simplicial set that is a simplicial discrete
G-set, such that the G-action ﬁxes the basepoint.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A discrete G-spectrum X is a spectrum of pointed simplicial sets Xk , for
k0, such that each simplicial set Xk is a pointed simplicial discrete G-set, and each
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bonding map S1 ∧Xk → Xk+1 is G-equivariant (S1 has trivial G-action). Let SptG denote
the category of discrete G-spectra, where the morphisms are G-equivariant maps of spectra.
As with discrete G-sets, if X is a discrete G-spectrum, there is a G-equivariant isomor-
phism XcolimN XN . Also, a discrete G-spectrum X is a continuous G-spectrum since,
for all k, l0, the set Xk,l is a continuous G-space with the discrete topology, and all the
face and degeneracy maps are (trivially) continuous.
Deﬁnition 3.2. As in [23, Section 6.2], letG−Setsdf be the canonical site of ﬁnite discrete
G-sets. The pretopology of G − Setsdf is given by covering families that have the form
{f : S → S}, a ﬁnite set of G-equivariant functions in G − Setsdf for a ﬁxed S ∈
G − Setsdf , such that∐  S → S is a surjection.
Let Shv be the Grothendieck topos consisting of sheaves of sets on the site G − Setsdf .
The topos Shv has a unique point u : Sets → Shv. By [23, Remark 6.25], the left and right
adjoints, respectively, of the topos morphism u are
u∗ : Shv → Sets, F → colim
N
F(G/N),
u∗ : Sets → Shv, X → HomG(−,Mapc(G,X)).
The G-action on the discrete G-set Mapc(G,X) is deﬁned by (g ·f )(g′)=f (g′g), for g, g′
in G, and f a continuous map G → X, where X is given the discrete topology.
Recall that the topos Shv is equivalent to TG, the category of discrete G-sets (see [23,
Proposition 6.20] or [26, III-9, Theorem 1]). The functor Mapc(G,−) : Sets → TG
prolongs to the functor Mapc(G,−) : Spt → SptG. Thus, if X is a spectrum, then
Mapc(G,X)colimN
∏
G/N X is the discrete G-spectrum with (Mapc(G,X))k =
Mapc(G,Xk), where Mapc(G,Xk) is a pointed simplicial set, with l-simplices
Mapc(G,Xk,l) and basepoint G → ∗, where Xk,l is regarded as a discrete set. The
G-action on Mapc(G,X) is deﬁned by the G-action on the sets Mapc(G,Xk,l). It is not
hard to see that Mapc(G,−) is right adjoint to the forgetful functor U : SptG → Spt.
Note that if X ∈ SptG, then HomG(−, X) : (G − Setsdf )op → Spt is a presheaf, such
that, for S ∈ G − Setsdf , HomG(S,X) ∈ Spt satisﬁes HomG(S,X)k,l = HomG(S,Xk,l),
a pointed set with basepoint S → ∗.
Let ShvSpt be the category of sheaves of spectra on the site G − Setsdf . A sheaf of
spectra F is a presheaf F : (G − Setsdf )op → Spt, such that, for any S ∈ G − Setsdf
and any covering family {f : S → S}, the usual diagram (of spectra) is an equalizer.
Equivalently, a sheaf of spectra F consists of pointed simplicial sheaves Fn, together
with pointed maps of simplicial presheaves  : S1 ∧Fn → Fn+1, for n0, where S1
is the constant simplicial presheaf. A morphism between sheaves of spectra is a natural
transformation between the underlying presheaves.
We equip the category PreSpt of presheaves of spectra on the site G − Setsdf with
the stable model category structure (see [22], [23 Section 2.3]). Recall that, in this model
category structure, a map h : F → G of presheaves of spectra is a weak equivalence if
and only if the associated map of stalks u∗(F) → u∗(G) is a weak equivalence of spectra,
where u∗(F) = colimNF(G/N), by prolongation.
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Deﬁnition 3.3. In the stable model category structure, ﬁbrant presheaves are often referred
to as globally ﬁbrant, and ifF→ G is a weak equivalence of presheaves, with G globally
ﬁbrant, then G is a globally ﬁbrant model forF.
We recall the following fact, which is especially useful when S = ∗.
Lemma 3.4. Let S ∈ G − Setsdf . The S-sections functor PreSpt → Spt, deﬁned by
F →F(S), preserves ﬁbrations, trivial ﬁbrations, and weak equivalences between ﬁbrant
objects.
Proof. The S-sections functor has a left adjoint, obtained by left Kan extension, that pre-
serves coﬁbrations and weak equivalences. See [23, p. 60] and [29, Corollary 3.16] for the
details. 
Let L2 denote the sheaﬁﬁcation functor for presheaves of sets, simplicial presheaves,
and presheaves of spectra, so thatL2FHomG(−, u∗(F)), by [23, Corollary 6.22]. Then
i : ShvSpt → PreSpt, the inclusion functor, is right adjoint toL2. By [12, Remark 3.11],
ShvSpt has the followingmodel category structure.Amaph :F→ G of sheaves of spectra
is a weak equivalence (ﬁbration) if and only if i(f ) is a weak equivalence (ﬁbration) of
presheaves. Also, h is a coﬁbration of sheaves of spectra if the following holds:
(1) the map h0 :F0 → G0 is a coﬁbration of simplicial presheaves; and
(2) for eachn0, the canonicalmapL2((S1∧Gn)∪S1∧FnFn+1) → Gn+1 is a coﬁbration
of simplicial presheaves.
Since i preserves weak equivalences and ﬁbrations, (L2, i) is a Quillen pair for the
categories (PreSpt,ShvSpt). Thus, forF ∈ PreSpt,F→L2F is a weak equivalence,
and Ho(PreSpt)Ho(ShvSpt) is a Quillen equivalence.
Since ShvTG, prolongation gives an equivalence of categories ShvSptSptG, via the
functors u∗ : ShvSpt → SptG, and R : SptG → ShvSpt, where R(X) = HomG(−, X).
Deﬁnition 3.5. For the remainder of this paper, if X is a discrete G-set, a simplicial discrete
G-set, or a discrete G-spectrum, we let u∗X = colimN XN .
Exploiting the above equivalence, we make SptG a model category in the following
way. Deﬁne a map f of discrete G-spectra to be a weak equivalence (ﬁbration) if and
only if HomG(−, f ) is a weak equivalence (ﬁbration) of sheaves of spectra. Also, deﬁne
f to be a coﬁbration if and only if f has the left lifting property with respect to all trivial
ﬁbrations. Thus, f is a coﬁbration if and only if HomG(−, f ) is a coﬁbration in ShvSpt.
Using this, it is immediate that SptG is a model category, and there is a Quillen equivalence
Ho(ShvSpt)Ho(SptG).
In the theorem below, we deﬁne the model category structure of SptG without
reference to sheaves of spectra. This extends themodel category structure on the categorySG
(the category of simplicial objects in TG), that is given in [9, Theorem 1.12],
to SptG.
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Theorem 3.6. Let f : X → Y be amap in SptG.Then f is a weak equivalence (coﬁbration)
in SptG if and only if f is a weak equivalence (coﬁbration) in Spt.
Proof. For weak equivalences, the statement is clearly true. Assume that f is a coﬁbration
in SptG. Since HomG(−, X0) → HomG(−, Y0) is a coﬁbration of simplicial presheaves,
evaluation at G/N implies that XN0 → YN0 is a coﬁbration in S. Thus, in S, the map
X0u∗X0 → u∗Y0Y0 is a coﬁbration.
Since colimits commute with pushouts,
HomG(−, (S1 ∧ Yn)∪S1∧XnXn+1) → HomG(−, Yn+1)
is a coﬁbration of simplicial presheaves, and consequently, the map of simplicial sets
u∗((S1 ∧ Yn)∪S1∧XnXn+1) → Yn+1 is a coﬁbration.
LetW be a simplicial pointed discrete G-set. Then S1 ∧WcolimN (S1 ∧WN), so that
S1∧W is also a simplicial pointed discreteG-set. Since the forgetful functorU : TG → Sets
is a left adjoint, pushouts in TG are formed in Sets, and thus, there is an isomorphism
u∗((S1 ∧ Yn)∪S1∧XnXn+1)(S1 ∧ Yn)∪S1∧XnXn+1
of simplicial discrete G-sets. Hence, (S1 ∧ Yn)∪S1∧XnXn+1 → Yn+1 is a coﬁbration inS,
and f is a coﬁbration in Spt.
The converse follows from the fact that if j is an injection of simplicial discrete G-sets,
then HomG(−, j) is a coﬁbration of simplicial presheaves. 
The preceding theorem implies the following two corollaries.
Corollary 3.7. If f : X → Y is a weak equivalence (coﬁbration) in SptG, then, for any
K<cG, f is a weak equivalence (coﬁbration) in SptK .
Corollary 3.8. The functors (U,Mapc(G,−)) are a Quillen pair for the categories
(SptG,Spt).
Let t : Spt → SptG give a spectrum trivial G-action, so that t (X) = X. The right
adjoint of t is the ﬁxed points functor (−)G. Clearly, t preserves all weak equivalences and
coﬁbrations, giving the next result.
Corollary 3.9. The functors (t, (−)G) are a Quillen pair for (Spt,SptG).
We conclude this section with a few more useful facts about discrete G-spectra.
Lemma 3.10. If f : X → Y is a ﬁbration in SptG, then it is a ﬁbration in Spt. In particular,
if X is ﬁbrant in SptG, then X is ﬁbrant in Spt.
Proof. Since HomG(−, f ) is a ﬁbration of presheaves of spectra, the map
HomG(G/N, f ) is a ﬁbration of spectra for each open normal subgroup N. Thus, the map
colimN HomG(G/N, f ) is a ﬁbration of spectra. Then the lemma follows from factoring f
as Xu∗X → u∗YY . 
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The next lemma and its corollary, whose elementary proofs are omitted, show that the
homotopy groups of a discrete G-spectrum are discrete G-modules.
Lemma 3.11. If X is a pointed Kan complex and a simplicial discrete G-set, then n(X) is
a discrete G-module, for all n2.
Corollary 3.12. If X is a discrete G-spectrum, then n(X) is a discrete G-module for any
integer n.
The following observation says that certain elementary constructions with discrete G-
spectra yield discrete G-spectra.
Lemma 3.13. Given a proﬁnite group GlimN G/N , let {XN }N be a directed system
of spectra, such that each XN is a G/N -spectrum and the maps are G-equivariant. Then
colimN XN is a discrete G-spectrum. If Y is a spectrum with trivial G-action, then
(colimN XN)∧YcolimN (XN∧Y ) is aG-equivariant isomorphism of discreteG-spectra.
Thus, if X is a discrete G-spectrum, then X ∧ Y is a discrete G-spectrum.
The corollary below is very useful later on.
Corollary 3.14. The spectra Fn, Fn ∧ MI , and Fn ∧ MI ∧ X, for any spectrum X, are
discrete Gn-spectra.
4. Towers of discrete G-spectra and continuous G-spectra
Let tow(SptG) be the category where a typical object {Xi} is a tower
· · · → Xi → Xi−1 → · · · → X1 → X0
in SptG. The morphisms are natural transformations {Xi} → {Yi}, such that each map
Xi → Yi is G-equivariant. Since SptG is a simplicial model category, [13, VI, Proposition
1.3] shows that tow(SptG) is also a simplicial model category, where {fi} is a weak equiv-
alence (coﬁbration) if and only if each fi is a weak equivalence (coﬁbration) in SptG. By
[13, VI, Remark 1.5], if {Xi} is ﬁbrant in tow(SptG), then each map Xi → Xi−1 in the
tower is a ﬁbration and each Xi is ﬁbrant, all in SptG.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let {Xi} be in tow(SptG). Then {X′i} denotes the target of a trivial coﬁbra-
tion {Xi} → {X′i}, with {X′i} ﬁbrant, in tow(SptG).




limits in SptG are not formed in Spt. For the rest of this paper, lim is always formed in Spt
and not in SptG.
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The functor limi (−)G : tow(SptG) → Spt, given by {Xi} → limi XGi , is right adjoint
to the functor t : Spt → tow(SptG) that sends a spectrum X to the constant diagram {X},
where X has trivial G-action. Since t preserves all weak equivalences and coﬁbrations, we
have the following fact.
Lemma 4.3. The functors (t, limi (−)G) are a Quillen pair for (Spt, tow(SptG)).
This lemma implies the existence of the total right derived functor
R(lim
i
(−)G) : Ho(tow(SptG)) → Ho(Spt), {Xi} → lim
i
(X′i )G.
Lemma 4.4. If {Xi} in tow(SptG) is a tower of ﬁbrant spectra, then there are weak equiv-
alences holimi Xi
p−→ holimi X′i
q←− limi X′i .
Proof. Since each Xi → X′i is a weak equivalence between ﬁbrant spectra, p is a weak
equivalence. Since X′i → X′i−1 is a ﬁbration in Spt, for i1, q is a weak equivalence. 
We use this lemma to deﬁne the continuous G-spectra that we will study.
Deﬁnition 4.5. If {Xi} ∈ tow(SptG), then the inverse limit limi Xi is a continuous G-
spectrum. Also, if {Xi} ∈ tow(SptG) is a tower of ﬁbrant spectra, we call holimi Xi a
continuousG-spectrum, due to the zigzag of Lemma4.4 relating holimi Xi to the continuous
G-spectrum limi X′i . Note that ifX ∈ SptG, then, using the constant tower on X,Xlimi X
is a continuous G-spectrum.
Remark 4.6. Sometimes we will use the term “continuous G-spectrum” more loosely. Let
X be a continuousG-spectrum, as in Deﬁnition 4.5. IfY is aG-spectrum that is isomorphic to
X, in the stable category,with compatibleG-actions, thenwe callY a continuousG-spectrum.
We make a few more comments about Deﬁnition 4.5. Though the deﬁnition is not as
general as it could be, it is sufﬁcient for our applications. The inverse limit is central to the
deﬁnition since the inverse limit of a tower of discrete G-sets is a topological G-space.




limn T(n), where T(n)=
Totn(
∏∗
X∗). (See Section 5 for the deﬁnition of
∏∗
X∗, and [2] is a reference for any
undeﬁned notation in this paragraph.) Then it is natural to ask if T (n) is in SptG, so that
holimi Xi is canonically a continuous G-spectrum. For this to be true, it must be that, for
any m0, the simplicial set T(n)m =MapcS(skn[−],
∏∗
(X∗)m) ∈SG. If, for all s0,∏s
(X∗)m ∈SG, then T(n)m ∈SG, by [9, p. 212]. However, the inﬁnite product
∏s
(X∗)m
need not be in SG, and thus, in general, T(n) /∈SptG. Therefore, holimi Xi is not always
identiﬁable with a continuous G-spectrum, in the above way.
5. Homotopy ﬁxed points for discrete G-spectra
In this section, we deﬁne the homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum for X ∈ SptG. We begin by
recalling the homotopy spectral sequence, since we use it often.
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If J is a small category, P : J → Spt a diagram of ﬁbrant spectra, and Z any spectrum,





[Z,P ]t ⇒ [Z, holimJ P ]t−s , (5.1)
where lims is the sth right derived functor of limJ : AbJ → Ab (see [2; 41, Proposition
5.13, Lemma 5.31]).




P =∏(B)n P (jn), where
the n-simplices of the nerve B consist of all strings [j0] → · · · → [jn] of n morphisms in
. For any k0, (
∏∗




If P is a cosimplicial diagram of ﬁbrant spectra (a cosimplicial ﬁbrant spectrum), then
E
s,t
2 = s[Z,P ]t , the sth cohomotopy group of the cosimplicial abelian group [Z,P ]t .
Deﬁnition 5.2. Let X ∈ SptG. In SptG, factor X → ∗ as X → Xf,G → ∗, the composi-
tion of a trivial coﬁbration in SptG, followed by a ﬁbration in SptG. Then we deﬁne
XhG = (Xf,G)G, and XhG is the homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum of X with respect to the
continuous action of G. We write Xf instead of Xf,G when doing so causes no confusion.
Note that XhG = HomG(∗, Xf,G), the global sections of the presheaf of spectra
HomG(−, Xf,G). This deﬁnition has been developed in other categories: see [9] for sim-
plicial discrete G-sets, [21] for simplicial presheaves, and [23, Chapter 6] for presheaves of
spectra.
As expected, the deﬁnition of homotopy ﬁxed points for a proﬁnite group generalizes
the deﬁnition for a ﬁnite group. Let G be a ﬁnite group, X a G-spectrum, and let X → Xf
be a weak equivalence that is G-equivariant, with Xf a ﬁbrant spectrum. Then, since G is
ﬁnite, the homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum Xh′G = MapG(EG+, Xf) can be deﬁned to be





t (X)Hs(G; t (X)) ⇒ t−s(Xh′G).
Since G is proﬁnite, X is a discrete G-spectrum, and Xf,G is a ﬁbrant spectrum, so that
Xh
′G = holimG Xf . Then, by [23, Proposition 6.39], the canonical map
XhG = limG Xf → holimG Xf = Xh′G
is a weak equivalence, as desired.
The next lemma follows from Corollary 3.9.
Lemma 5.3. The homotopy ﬁxed points functor (−)hG : Ho(SptG) → Ho(Spt) is the
total right derived functor of the ﬁxed points functor (−)G : SptG → Spt. In particular,
if X → Y is a weak equivalence of discrete G-spectra, then XhG → YhG is a weak
equivalence.
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6. En is a continuous Gn-spectrum
We show that the Lubin–Tate spectrum En is a continuous Gn-spectrum by successively
eliminating simpler ways of constructing a continuous action, and by applying the theory
of the previous section.
First of all, since the proﬁnite ring 0(En) is not a discrete Gn-module, Corollary 3.12
implies the following observation.
Lemma 6.1. En is not a discrete Gn-spectrum.
However, note that, for k ∈ Z, 2k(En ∧ MI) is a ﬁnite discrete Gn-module so that the
action factors through a ﬁnite quotient Gn/UI , where UI is some open normal subgroup
(see [35, Lemma 1.1.16]). Thus, 2k(En ∧ MI) is a Gn/UI -module, and one is led to ask
whether En ∧ MI is a Gn/UI -spectrum. If so, then En ∧ MI is a discrete Gn-spectrum,
and En is easily seen to be a continuous Gn-spectrum.
However, En ∧ MI is not a Gn/U -spectrum for all open normal subgroups U of Gn,
as the lemma below shows. As far as the author knows, this lemma is due to Hopkins; the
author learned the proof from Hal Sadofsky.
Lemma 6.2. There is no open normal subgroupUofGn such that theGn-action onEn∧MI
factors through Gn/U .
Proof. Suppose the Gn-spectrum En ∧ MI is a Gn/U -spectrum. Then the Gn-action on
the middle factor of En ∧ En ∧ MI factors through Gn/U , so that ∗(En ∧ En ∧ MI) is a
Gn/U -module. Note that ∗(En ∧ En ∧ MI)Mapc(Gn,En∗/I).
Since the Gn-module Mapc(Gn,En∗/I) is a Gn/U -module, there is an isomorphism of
sets Mapc(Gn,En,0/I)= Mapc(Gn,En,0/I)UMapc(Gn/U,En,0/I). But the ﬁrst set is
inﬁnite and the last is ﬁnite, a contradiction. 
Since ∗(En ∧ MI) is a discrete Gn-module, one can still hope for a spectrum
En/I  En ∧ MI , such that En/I is a discrete Gn-spectrum.
To produce En/I , we make the following observation. By [23, Remark 6.26], since Ui
is an open normal subgroup of Gn, the presheaf HomUi (−, (En/I)f,Gn) is ﬁbrant in the
model category of presheaves of spectra on the site Ui − Setsdf . Thus, for each i, the
map En/I → (En/I)f,Gn is a trivial coﬁbration, with ﬁbrant target, all in SptUi , so that
((En/I)f,Gn)
Ui = (En/I)hUi .
Combining this fact with the idea, discussed in Section 1, that En ∧ MI has homotopy
ﬁxed point spectra (En ∧ MI)hUi  EdhUin ∧ MI  (En/I)hUi , we have
En/I  (En/I)f,Gncolimi ((En/I)f,Gn)Ui = colimi (En/I)hUi
 colimi (EdhUin ∧ MI)Fn ∧ MI .
This argument suggests that En ∧ MI has the homotopy type of the discrete Gn-spectrum
Fn ∧MI . To show that this is indeed the case, we consider the spectrum Fn in more detail.
The key result is the following theorem, due to Devinatz and Hopkins.
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Theorem 6.3 (Devinatz and Hopkins [5]). There is a weak equivalence En  Lˆ(Fn).
Proof. By [5, Theorem 3], Eh′{e}n  Edh{e}n . (We remark that this weak equivalence is far
from obvious.) By [5, Deﬁnition 1.5], Edh{e}n = Lˆ(hocolimi EdhUin ), where the homotopy
colimit is in the category E∞. Then, by [5, Remark 1.6, Lemma 6.2], hocolimi EdhUin 
colimi EdhUin , where the colimit is inMS . Thus, as spectra in Spt, Edh{e}n  Lˆ(Fn), so that
En  Eh
′{e}
n  Lˆ(Fn). 
Corollary 6.4. In the stable category, there are isomorphisms
En holim
I
(Fn ∧ MI)fholimI (En ∧ MI)f.
The following result shows that En ∧ MI  Fn ∧ MI . This weak equivalence and
vcd(Gn)<∞ are the main facts that make it possible to construct the homotopy ﬁxed point
spectra of En.
Corollary 6.5. If Y is a ﬁnite spectrum of type n, then the Gn-equivariant map Fn ∧ Y →
En ∧ Y is a weak equivalence. In particular, En ∧ MI  Fn ∧ MI .
Proof. We have En ∧ Y  Lˆ(Fn) ∧ Y  Ln(Fn) ∧ Y  Fn ∧ Y . 
Now we show that En is a continuous Gn-spectrum.
Theorem 6.6. There is an isomorphism EnholimI (Fn ∧MI)f,Gn . Thus, En is a contin-
uous Gn-spectrum.
Proof. By Corollary 6.4, EnholimI (Fn ∧ MI)f. By functorial ﬁbrant replacement, the
map of towers {Fn ∧ MI } → {(Fn ∧ MI)f,Gn} induces a map of towers
{(Fn ∧ MI)f} → {((Fn ∧ MI)f,Gn)f}
and, hence, weak equivalences
holim
I
(Fn ∧ MI)f,Gn → holim
I
((Fn ∧ MI)f,Gn)f ← holim
I
(Fn ∧ MI)f.
Thus, holimI (Fn∧MI)f,Gn is isomorphic to holimI (Fn∧MI)f andEn. Since the diagram{(Fn ∧ MI)f,Gn} is a tower of ﬁbrant spectra, holimI (Fn ∧ MI)f,Gn is a continuous Gn-
spectrum. Then, by Remark 4.6, En is a continuous Gn-spectrum. 
We conclude this section with some observations about Fn.
Lemma 6.7. The map  : Fn → En is not a weak equivalence and Fn is not K(n)-local.
Proof. If  is a weak equivalence, then 0() is a Gn-equivariant isomorphism from a
discrete Gn-module (with all orbits ﬁnite) to a non-ﬁnite proﬁnite Gn-module, which is
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impossible. If Fn is K(n)-local, then Fn  Lˆ(Fn)  En, and  is a weak equivalence, a
contradiction. 
Lemma 6.8. The maps Lˆ(Fn∧Fn) → Lˆ(En∧Fn) → Lˆ(En∧En) are weak equivalences.
Proof. Since Fn ∧ MI  En ∧ MI , Fn ∧ Fn ∧ MI  En ∧ En ∧ MI . Since Fn ∧ Fn,
En ∧ Fn and En ∧ En are E(n)-local, the result follows from Theorem 2.8. 
7. Homotopy ﬁxed points when vcd(G)<∞
In this section, G always has ﬁnite virtual cohomological dimension. Thus, there exists
a uniform bound m, such that for all K<cG, vcd(K)m. For X ∈ SptG, we use this fact
to give a model for XhG that eases the construction of its descent spectral sequence. Also,
this fact yields a second model for XhK that is functorial in K.
Deﬁnition 7.1. Consider the functor
G = Mapc(G,−) ◦ U : SptG → SptG, X → G(X) = Mapc(G,X),
where G(X) has the G-action deﬁned in Section 3. We write  instead of G, when
G is understood from context. There is a G-equivariant monomorphism i : X → X
deﬁned, on the level of sets, by i(x)(g)= g · x. As in [44, 8.6.2], since U and Mapc(G,−)
are adjoints,  forms a triple and there is a cosimplicial discrete G-spectrum •X, with
(•X)kMapc(Gk+1, X).
We recall the construction of Thomason’s hypercohomology spectrum for the topos Shv
of sheaves of sets on the site G− Setsdf (see Deﬁnition 3.2). ([41, 1.31–1.33; 29, Sections
1.3 and 3.2] give more details about the hypercohomology spectrum.) Consider the functor
T =u∗u∗ : ShvSpt → ShvSpt, which sendsF toHomG(−,Mapc(G, colimNF(G/N))),
obtained by composing the adjoints in the point of the topos. For X ∈ SptG,
T (HomG(−, X))HomG(−,Mapc(G,X)).
By iterating this isomorphism, the cosimplicial sheaf of spectra T •HomG(−, X) gives rise
to the cosimplicial sheaf HomG(−,•X).
Deﬁnition 7.2. Given X ∈ SptG, the presheaf of hypercohomology spectra of G − Setsdf
with coefﬁcients in X is the presheaf of spectra
H•(−;X) = holim

HomG(−,•X) : (G − Setsdf )op → Spt,
and H•(S;X)= holim HomG(S,•X) is the hypercohomology spectrum of S with coef-
ﬁcients in X.
The map Xf → •Xf , induced by i, out of the constant cosimplicial diagram, and
HomG(−, Xf ) → lim HomG(−, Xf ) → holim HomG(−, Xf ) induce a canonicalmap
HomG(−, Xf ) → H•(−, Xf ).
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Now we show that H•(∗, Xf ) is a model for XhG. Below, a cosimplicial globally ﬁbrant
presheaf is a cosimplicial presheaf of spectra that is globally ﬁbrant at each level.
Lemma 7.3. IfF• is a cosimplicial globally ﬁbrant presheaf, then holimF• is a globally
ﬁbrant presheaf.
Proof. By [23, Remark 2.35], this is equivalent to showing that, for each n0, (a) the
simplicial presheaf holim (F•)n is globally ﬁbrant; and (b) the adjoint of the bonding
map, the composition









is a local weak equivalence of simplicial presheaves. Part (a), the difﬁcult part of this lemma,
is proven in [21, Proposition 3.3].
Themap  is a local weak equivalence if themap of stalks u∗ is a weak equivalence inS,
which is true if each (G/N) is a weak equivalence. By [21, p. 74], if P is a globally ﬁbrant
simplicial presheaf, then P is too, so that  : (F•)n → (F•)n+1 is a cosimplicial
diagram of local weak equivalences between globally ﬁbrant simplicial presheaves. Thus,
(G/N) is a cosimplicial diagram of weak equivalences between Kan complexes, so that
(G/N) = holim (G/N) is indeed a weak equivalence. 
The following result is not original: it is basically a special case of [21, Proposition 3.3],
versions of which appear in [9, Section 5; 29, Proposition 3.20; 30, Proposition 6.1]. Since
the result is central to our work, for the beneﬁt of the reader, we give the details of the
proof. For use now and later, we recall that, for any group G and any closed subgroup
K, Hsc (K;Mapc(G,A)) = 0, when s > 0 and A is any discrete abelian group [45, Lemma
9.4.5]. Also, recall that Xf = Xf,G (Deﬁnition 5.2).
Theorem 7.4. Let G be a proﬁnite group with vcd(G)m, and let X be a discrete G-
spectrum. Then there are weak equivalences
HomG(−, X) −→HomG(−, Xf ) −→ holim

HomG(−,•Xf ),
and holim HomG(−,•Xf ) is a globally ﬁbrant model for HomG(−, X). Thus, evalua-
tion at ∗ ∈ G − Setsdf gives a weak equivalence XhG → holim (•Xf )G.
Remark 7.5. The weak equivalence XcolimN XN → colimN (XN)f, whose
target is a discrete G-spectrum that is ﬁbrant in Spt, induces a weak equivalence
Xf,G → (colimN (XN)f)f,G. Thus, there are weak equivalences
H•(∗, Xf ) → H•(∗, (colimN (XN)f)f,G) ← H•(∗, colimN (XN)f),
so that H•(∗, colimN (XN)f) is a model for XhG that does not require the model category
SptG for its construction.
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Proof of Theorem 7.4. Since Xf is ﬁbrant in Spt, Xf is ﬁbrant in SptG by Corollary
3.8. By iteration, HomG(−,•Xf ) is a cosimplicial globally ﬁbrant presheaf, so that
holim HomG(−,•Xf ) is globally ﬁbrant, by Lemma 7.3. It only remains to show that
	 : HomG(−, X) → holim HomG(−,•Xf ) is a weak equivalence.
By hypothesis, G contains an open subgroup H with cd(H)m. Then by [45, Lemma
0.3.2], H contains a subgroup K that is an open normal subgroup of G. Let {N} be the
collection of open normal subgroups of G. Let N ′ = N ∩ K . Observe that {N ′} is a coﬁnal
subcollection of open normal subgroups of G so that GlimN ′ G/N ′. Since N ′<cH ,
cd(N ′)cd(H). Thus, Hsc (N ′;M) = 0, for all s >m + 1, whenever M is a discrete N ′-
module. Henceforth, we drop the ′ from N ′ to ease the notation: N is really N ∩ K .
Any presheaf of setsF has stalk colimNF(G/N), so that 	 is a weak equivalence if
	u : XcolimN XN → colimN holim (•Xf )N
is a weak equivalence. Since HomG(−,•Xf ) is a cosimplicial globally ﬁbrant spectrum,
the diagram (•Xf )N is a cosimplicial ﬁbrant spectrum. Then, for each N, there is a con-
ditionally convergent spectral sequence
E
s,t







Because t (X) is a discrete G-module, we have
t (Mapc(G,Xf )N)t (Mapc(G/N,Xf ))
∏
G/N
t (X)Mapc(G, t (X))N
and t (Mapc(G,Xf ))t (colimN
∏
G/N Xf )Mapc(G, t (X)). By iterating such
manipulations, we obtain st ((•Xf )N)Hs((∗t (X))N). The cochain complex
0 → t (X) → ∗t (X) of discrete N-modules is exact (see e.g. [9, pp. 210–211]), and,
for k1 and s > 0,
Hsc (N;kt (X))Hsc (N;Mapc(G,k−1t (X))) = 0.



















Since Es,∗2 (N) = 0 whenever s >m + 1, the E2-terms E2(N) are uniformly bounded on
the right. Therefore, by [29, Proposition 3.3], the colimit of the spectral sequences does
converge to the colimit of the abutments, as asserted in (7.7).
Finally, E∗,t2 H ∗c (limN N; t (X))H ∗({e}; t (X)), which is isomorphic to t (X),
concentrated in degree zero. Thus, the spectral sequence in (7.7) collapses and for all t,
t (colimN holim (•Xf )N)t (X), and hence, 	u is a weak equivalence. 
Remark 7.8. Because of Theorem 7.4, if vcd(G)<∞ and X is a discrete G-spectrum, we
make the identiﬁcation
XhG = holim (•GXf,G)G = H•(∗, Xf,G).
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In [43, Section 2.14], an expression that is basically equivalent to holim (•GXf,G)G is
deﬁned to be the homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum XhG, even if vcd(G)=∞. This approach
has the disadvantage that (−)hG need not always be the total right derived functor of (−)G.
Thus, we only make the identiﬁcation of Remark 7.8 when vcd(G)<∞.
Now it is easy to construct the descent spectral sequence. Note that if X is a discrete




G)s((•Gt (X))G)Hsc (G; t (X)).
Theorem 7.9. If vcd(G)<∞ and X is a discrete G-spectrum, then there is a conditionally
convergent descent spectral sequence
E
s,t
2 = Hsc (G; t (X)) ⇒ t−s(XhG). (7.10)
Proof. As in Theorem 7.4, (•Xf )G is a cosimplicial ﬁbrant spectrum. Thus, we can form
the homotopy spectral sequence for ∗(holim (•Xf )G). 
Remark 7.11. Spectral sequence (7.10) has been constructed in other contexts: for sim-
plicial presheaves, presheaves of spectra, and SG, see [21, Corollary 3.6; 23, Section 6.1;
9, Sections 4 and 5], respectively. In several of these examples, a Postnikov tower provides
an alternative to the hypercohomology spectrum that we use. In all of these constructions
of the descent spectral sequence, some kind of ﬁniteness assumption is required in order to
identify the homotopy groups of the abutment as being those of the homotopy ﬁxed point
spectrum.
Let X be a discrete G-spectrum. We now develop a second model for XhK , where K is a
closed subgroup of G, that is functorial in K.
The map X → Xf,G in SptK gives a weak equivalence XhK → (Xf,G)hK . Composition
with the weak equivalence (Xf,G)hK → holim (•K((Xf,G)f,K))K gives a weak equiva-
lence XhK → holim (•K((Xf,G)f,K))K between ﬁbrant spectra. The inclusion K → G
induces a morphism G(Xf,G) → K(Xf,G), giving a map •G(Xf,G) → •K(Xf,G) of
cosimplicial discrete K-spectra.
Lemma 7.12. There is a weak equivalence

 : holim (•G(Xf,G))K → holim (•K(Xf,G))K → holim (•K((Xf,G)f,K))K .
Proof. Recall the conditionally convergent spectral sequence
Hsc (K; t (X))Hsc (K; t ((Xf,G)f,K)) ⇒ t−s(holim (•K((Xf,G)f,K))K).
We compare this spectral sequence with the homotopy spectral sequence for the spectrum
holim (•G(Xf,G))
K
. Note that if Y is a discrete G-spectrum that is ﬁbrant as a spectrum,
then Mapc(G, Y )colimN
∏
G/N Y and
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are ﬁbrant spectra. Thus, (•G(Xf,G))
K is a cosimplicial ﬁbrant spectrum, and there is a
conditionally convergent spectral sequence
E
s,t







As in the proof of Theorem 7.4, 0 → t (Xf,G) → ∗G(t (Xf,G)) is a (−)K -acyclic
resolution of t (Xf,G), and thus, we have Es,t2 H
s
c (K; t (Xf,G))Hsc (K; t (X)).
Since 
 is compatible with the isomorphism between the two E2-terms, the spectral
sequences are isomorphic and 
 is a weak equivalence. 
Remark 7.13. Lemma 7.12 gives the followingweak equivalences between ﬁbrant spectra:





Thus, if vcd(G)<∞, X is a discrete G-spectrum, and K is a closed subgroup of G, then
holim (•G(Xf,G))




is another deﬁnition of the homotopy ﬁxed points.
This discussion yields the following result.
Theorem 7.14. If X is a discrete G-spectrum, with vcd(G)<∞, then there is a presheaf
of spectra P(X) : (OG)op → Spt, deﬁned by
P(X)(G/K) = holim

(•G(Xf,G))K = XhK .
Proof. If Y is a discrete G-set, any morphism f :G/H → G/K , in OG, induces a map
Mapc(G, Y )KMapc(G/K, Y ) → Mapc(G/H, Y )Mapc(G, Y )H .
Thus, if Y ∈ SptG, f induces a map Mapc(G, Y )K → Mapc(G, Y )H , so that there is a map
P(X)(f ) : holim (•G(Xf,G))K → holim (•G(Xf,G))H . It is easy to check that P(X)
is actually a functor. 
We conclude this section by pointing out a useful fact: smashing with a ﬁnite spectrum,
with trivial G-action, commutes with taking homotopy ﬁxed points. To state this precisely,
we ﬁrst deﬁne the relevant map.
Let X be a discrete G-spectrum and let Y be any spectrum with trivial G-action. Then






∧ Y → holim

((•GXf )G ∧ Y ) → holim

((•GXf ) ∧ Y )G.
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Also, there is a natural G-equivariant map Mapc(G,X) ∧ Y → Mapc(G,X ∧ Y ) that is





















(X ∧ Y ),
by using the isomorphism Mapc(G,X)colimN
∏
G/N X. This gives a natural
G-equivariant map (G GX)∧Y → G ((GX)∧Y ) → G G(X∧Y ). Thus, iteration
gives a G-equivariant map (•X) ∧ Y → •(X ∧ Y ) of cosimplicial spectra. Hence, if
vcd(G)<∞, XhG ∧ Y → (Xf ∧ Y )hG is a canonical map that is deﬁned by composing
XhG ∧ Y → holim ((•Xf ) ∧ Y )G, from above, with the map
holim

((•Xf ) ∧ Y )G → holim

(•(Xf ∧ Y ))G → holim

(•(Xf ∧ Y )f )G.
Lemma 7.15 (Mitchell [29, Proposition 3.10]). If vcd(G)<∞,X ∈ SptG, andY is a ﬁnite
spectrum with trivial G-action, then XhG ∧ Y → (Xf,G ∧ Y )hG is a weak equivalence.
Remark 7.16. By Lemma 7.15, when Y is a ﬁnite spectrum, there is a zigzag of natural
weak equivalences XhG ∧ Y → (Xf,G ∧ Y )hG ← (X ∧ Y )hG. We refer to this zigzag by
writing XhG ∧ Y(X ∧ Y )hG.
8. Homotopy ﬁxed points for towers in SptG
In this section, {Zi} is always in tow(SptG) (except in Deﬁnition 8.7). For {Zi} a tower of
ﬁbrant spectra, we deﬁne the homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum (holimi Zi)hG and construct
its descent spectral sequence. Also, recall from Section 5 that, if G is ﬁnite and X ∈ SptG,
then Xh′G =holimG Xf, where X → Xf is a weak equivalence that is G-equivariant, with
Xf ﬁbrant in Spt.
Deﬁnition 8.1. If {Zi} in tow(SptG) is a tower of ﬁbrant spectra, we deﬁne Z=holimi Zi ,
a continuous G-spectrum. The homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum ZhG is deﬁned to be
holimi ZhGi , a ﬁbrant spectrum.
We make some comments about Deﬁnition 8.1. Let H be a closed subgroup of G. Then
the map holimi ((Zi)f )H → holimi holim (•H (Zi)f )H and the map
holimi holim (•G(Zi)f,G)H → holimi holim (•H ((Zi)f,G)f,H )H
are weak equivalences. Thus, in Deﬁnition 8.1, each of our three deﬁnitions for homotopy
ﬁxed points (Deﬁnition 5.2, Remarks 7.8 and 7.13) can be used for ZhHi .
In Deﬁnition 8.1, suppose that not all the Zi are ﬁbrant in Spt. Then the map
Z = holimi Zi → holimi (Zi)f,{e} = holimi Zh{e}i = Zh{e}
need not be a weak equivalence. Thus, for an arbitrary tower in SptG, Deﬁnition 8.1 can
fail to have the desired property that Z → Zh{e} is a weak equivalence.
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Below, Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3, and Remark 8.4, show that when G is a ﬁnite group, ZhG 
Zh
′G
, and, for any G, ZhG can be obtained by using a total right derived functor that comes
from ﬁxed points. Thus, Deﬁnition 8.1 generalizes the notion of homotopy ﬁxed spoints to
towers of discrete G-spectra.
Lemma 8.2. Let G be a ﬁnite group and let {Zi} in tow(SptG) be a tower of ﬁbrant spectra.
Then there is a weak equivalence ZhG → Zh′G.














which is easily seen to be a weak equivalence. 







: Ho(tow(SptG)) → Ho(Spt)
is the total right derived functor of the functor limi (−)G : tow(SptG) → Spt.





















Remark 8.4. By Lemma 5.3, if X ∈ SptG, then XhG = (R(−)G)(X). Also, by Lemma













Thus, the homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum ZhG is again given by the total right derived
functor of an appropriately deﬁned functor involving G-ﬁxed points.
Given any tower in SptG of ﬁbrant spectra, there is a descent spectral sequence whose
E2-term is a version of continuous cohomology.
Theorem 8.5. If vcd(G)<∞ and {Zi} in tow(SptG) is a tower of ﬁbrant spectra, then
there is a conditionally convergent descent spectral sequence
Hscont(G; {t (Zi)}) ⇒ t−s(ZhG). (8.6)
We omit the proof of Theorem 8.5, since it is a special case of [8, Proposition 3.1.2], and
also because (8.6) is not our focus of interest. However, we point out that spectral sequence
(8.6), whose construction goes back to the -adic descent spectral sequence of algebraic
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K-theory [41,29], is the homotopy spectral sequence
E
s,t






For our applications, instead of spectral sequence (8.6), we are more interested in descent
spectral sequence (8.9) below. Spectral sequence (8.9), a homotopy spectral sequence for
a particular cosimplicial spectrum, is more suitable for comparison with the K(n)-local
En-Adams spectral sequence (see [5, Proposition A.5]), when (8.9) has abutment equal to
∗((En ∧ X)hG), where X is a ﬁnite spectrum.
Deﬁnition 8.7. If {Zi} is a tower of spectra such that {t (Zi)} satisﬁes the Mittag–Lefﬂer
condition for every t ∈ Z, then {Zi} is a Mittag–Lefﬂer tower of spectra.
Theorem 8.8. If vcd(G)<∞ and {Zi} in tow(SptG) is a tower of ﬁbrant spectra, then










If {Zi} is a Mittag–Lefﬂer tower, then Es,t2 Hscont(G; {t (Zi)}).
Remark 8.10. In Theorem8.8,when {Zi} is aMittag–Lefﬂer tower, spectral sequence (8.9)
is identical to (8.6). However, in general, spectral sequences (8.6) and (8.9) are different. For
example, ifG={e}, then in (8.6),E0,t2 =limi t (Zi), whereas in (8.9),E0,t2 =t (holimi Zi).
Proof of Theorem 8.8. Note that
ZhGholim holimi (•G(Zi)f )G,
and holimi •G(Zi)f )
G is a cosimplicial ﬁbrant spectrum.
Let {Zi} be a Mittag.Lefﬂer tower. For k0, Lemma 2.10 and Remark 2.11 imply that



























Consider the exact sequence {0} → {t (Zi)} → {∗t (Zi)} in tow(CG). Note that, for
s, k > 0, by Theorem 2.16,
Hscont(G; {kt (Zi)})limi H sc (G;kt (Zi)) = 0,
since the tower {kt (Zi)} satisﬁes the Mittag–Lefﬂer condition, and, for each i,
kt (Zi)Mapc(G,k−1t (Zi)) is (−)G-acyclic. Thus, the above exact sequence is a
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cont(G; {t (Zi)}). 
By Remark 8.4, we can rewrite spectral sequence (8.9), when {Zi} is a Mittag–Lefﬂer


















Spectral sequence (8.6) can always be written in this way.
9. Homotopy ﬁxed point spectra for E∨(X)
Recall that E∨(X)= Lˆ(En ∧X). In this section, for any spectrum X and for G<cGn, we
deﬁne the homotopy ﬁxed point spectrum (E∨(X))hG, using the continuous action of G.
Let X be an arbitrary spectrum with trivial Gn-action. By Corollary 6.5, there is a weak
equivalence Fn ∧MI ∧X → En ∧MI ∧X. Then, by functorial ﬁbrant replacement, there




(En ∧ MI ∧ X)f ←− holim
I
(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f.
As in the proof of Theorem 6.6, this implies the following lemma, since the diagram
{(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,Gn} is a tower of ﬁbrant spectra.
Lemma 9.1. Given any spectrum X with trivial Gn-action, the isomorphism
E∨(X) holim
I
(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,Gn
makes E∨(X) a continuous Gn-spectrum.
Let G be any closed subgroup of Gn. Since {(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,Gn} is a tower of dis-
crete G-spectra that are ﬁbrant in Spt, Lemma 9.1 also shows that E∨(X) is a continuous
G-spectrum. By Corollary 3.7, the composition
(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X) → (Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,Gn → ((Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,Gn)f,G
is a trivial coﬁbration in SptG, with target ﬁbrant in SptG. Therefore, we have
((Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,Gn)hG = (Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)hG.
Then, by Deﬁnition 8.1, we obtain the following.
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(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)hG.
Remark 9.3. When X is a ﬁnite spectrum, En ∧ X  E∨(X). Thus, we have
(En ∧ X)hG(E∨(X))hG.
Remark 9.4. For any X, E∨(X)holimI (Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,G also shows that E∨(X) is a
continuous G-spectrum. By deﬁnition, ((Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,G)hG and (Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)hG are
identical. Thus, as before,
(E∨(X))hG = holim
I
((Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,G)hG = holim
I
(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)hG.










(•Gn(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,Gn)G.
The ﬁrst identiﬁcation, coupled with Theorem 7.14, implies the following.
Theorem 9.5. There is a functor P : (OGn)op → Spt, deﬁned by P(Gn/G)=EhGn , where
G is any closed subgroup of Gn.










(•G(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,G)G.
Below we show that, like EdhGn , EhGn is K(n)-local.
Lemma 9.6. LetG<cGn and let X be any spectrum.Then (Fn∧MI∧X)hG and (E∨(X))hG
are K(n)-local. Also, (Fn ∧ X)hG is E(n)-local.
Proof. Recall that (Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)hG = holim (•G(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f,G)G, and
(kG(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f )G  Mapc(Gk−1, Fn ∧ X) ∧ MI ,
for k1. In the isomorphism




Fn ∧X is E(n)-local, the ﬁnite product is too, and hence, the direct limit Mapc(G, Fn ∧X)
is E(n)-local. Iterating this argument shows that
Mapc(Gk−1, Fn ∧ X)GG · · ·G(Fn ∧ X)
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is E(n)-local. Smashing Mapc(Gk−1, Fn ∧X) with the spectrum MI shows that (kG(Fn ∧
MI ∧X)f )G is K(n)-local. Therefore, since the homotopy limit of an arbitrary diagram of
E-local spectra is E-local, the spectra (Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)hG and (E∨(X))hG are K(n)-local.
The same argument shows that (Fn ∧ X)hG is E(n)-local. 
The following theorem shows that the homotopy ﬁxed points of E∨(X) are obtained
by taking the K(n)-localization of the homotopy ﬁxed points of the discrete Gn-spectrum
(Fn ∧ X).
Theorem 9.7. For G<cGn and any spectrum X with trivial G-action, there is an isomor-
phism (E∨(X))hGLˆ((Fn ∧ X)hG) in the stable category. In particular, EhGn Lˆ(F hGn ).
Proof. After switchingMI andX, (E∨(X))hGholimI (Fn∧X∧MI)hG. ByRemark 7.16,
(Fn ∧ X ∧ MI)hG(Fn ∧ X)hG ∧ MI  ((Fn ∧ X)hG ∧ MI)f, where the isomorphism
signiﬁes a zigzag of natural weak equivalences. Thus,
(E∨(X))hGholimI ((Fn ∧ X)hG ∧ MI)fLˆ((Fn ∧ X)hG),
since, by Lemma 9.6, (Fn ∧ X)hG is E(n)-local. 
Corollary 9.8. If X is a ﬁnite spectrum of type n, then there is an isomorphism
(Fn ∧ X)hGEhGn ∧ X.
In particular, (Fn ∧ MI)hGEhGn ∧ MI .
Proof. By Remark 7.16 and the fact that FhGn is E(n)-local (Lemma 9.6),
(Fn ∧ X)hGFhGn ∧ XLˆ(F hGn ) ∧ XEhGn ∧ X. 
We conclude this section by observing that smashing with a ﬁnite spectrum commutes
with taking the homotopy ﬁxed points of En.
Theorem 9.9. Let G be a closed subgroup of Gn and let X be a ﬁnite spectrum. Then there
is an isomorphism (En ∧ X)hGEhGn ∧ X.
Proof. Recall that (En ∧ X)hG = holimI (Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)hG. The zigzag of natural weak
equivalences between (Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)hG and (Fn ∧ MI)hG ∧ X yields
(En ∧ X)hGholimI ((Fn ∧ MI)hG ∧ X)f  (holimI (Fn ∧ MI)hG) ∧ X,
where the weak equivalence is due to Lemma 2.7. 
10. The descent spectral sequence for (E∨(X))hG
By applying the preceding two sections, it is now an easy matter to build the descent
spectral sequence for (E∨(X))hG.
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Deﬁnition 10.1. Let X be a spectrum. If the tower {t (En ∧ MI ∧ X)}I of abelian groups
satisﬁes the Mittag–Lefﬂer condition for all t ∈ Z, then X is anEn-Mittag–Lefﬂer spectrum.
If X is an En-Mittag–Lefﬂer spectrum, then, for convenience, we say that X is En-ML.
Any ﬁnite spectrum X is En-ML, since {t (En ∧ MI ∧ X)}I is a tower of ﬁnite abelian
groups, by Lemma 2.13. However, an En-ML spectrum need not be ﬁnite. For example, for
j1, let X =E(j)n . Then t (En ∧MI ∧X)Mapc(Gjn, t (En)/I). Since {t (En)/I } is a
tower of epimorphisms, the tower {Mapc(Gjn, t (En)/I)} is also, and E(j)n is En-ML.
Theorem 10.2. Let G be a closed subgroup of Gn and let X be any spectrum with trivial
G-action. Let Es,t2 = st (holimI (•G(Fn ∧MI ∧X)f,G)G). Then there is a conditionally
convergent descent spectral sequence
E
s,t
2 ⇒ t−s((E∨(X))hG). (10.3)
If X is En-ML, then Es,t2 Hscont(G; {t (En ∧ MI ∧ X)}). In particular, if X is a ﬁnite
spectrum, then descent spectral sequence (10.3) has the form
Hsc (G; t (En ∧ X)) ⇒ t−s((En ∧ X)hG).
Proof. As in Remark 9.4, E∨(X)holimI (Fn ∧MI ∧X)f,G is a continuous G-spectrum.
Then (10.3) follows from Theorem 8.8 by considering the tower of spectra
{(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f }I .
When X is En-ML, {(Fn ∧ MI ∧ X)f } is a Mittag–Lefﬂer tower of spectra, and thus, the
simpliﬁcation of the E2-term in this case follows from Theorem 8.8. By Deﬁnition 2.17,
whenX is ﬁnite, there is an isomorphismHscont(G; {t (En∧MI∧X)})Hsc (G; t (En∧X)).

As discussed in Remark 8.10, Theorem 8.5 gives a spectral sequence with abutment
∗((E∨(X))hG), the same as the abutment of (10.3), but with E2-term
Hscont(G; {t (En ∧ MI ∧ X)}),
which is, in general, different from the E2-term of (10.3). We are interested in the descent
spectral sequence of Theorem 10.2, not just because it is a second descent spectral sequence
with an interesting E2-term, but, as mentioned in Section 8, it can be compared with the
K(n)-local En-Adams spectral sequence. (This comparison is work in progress.)
We conclude this paper with a computation that uses spectral sequence (10.3) to com-















n , t (En ∧ MI))),
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where the tower {Mapc(Gn,Mapc(Gj−1n , t (En ∧MI)))} satisﬁes the Mittag–Lefﬂer con-





c (Gn;Mapc(Gn,Mapc(Gj−1n , t (En∧MI)))), which vanishes for s > 0, and
equals Mapc(G
j−1
n , t (En)), when s = 0. Thus,
∗((Lˆ(E(j+1)n ))hGn)Mapc(G
j−1
n , ∗(En))∗(Lˆ(E(j)n )),





The techniques described in this paper do not allow us to handle the j = 0 case, which
would say that EhGnn and Lˆ(S0)  EdhGnn are isomorphic.
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